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Introduction
Casinos are fast. They are fun. You can make a lot of money in a short time
period. Unfortunately, you can also lose a lot even faster. Many players become totally
caught up in this environment. If the games are played fast, they plan to play even faster.
They jump from slot machine to slot machine. They jump from game to game. The pace
continues until one of two events occur. They either run out of time or out of money.
With these players, the reality doesn't set in until they are on their way home, tired
and usually broke. The adjustment back to reality is especially hard because of the marked
change in pace. In the casinos, there is no sense of the passage of time or even of the time
of day. Using chips or tokens for play, there is very little connection between the wins and
losses and the actual amount of money involved. Now, riding in a car, bus or plane, reality
seems almost painfully slow. It is a time for recollections and even recriminations. The
jaded gambler will think of what could have been. If only he had stopped playing when he
was ahead. It only he had not played that last slot machine. If only, if only . . .
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Most gamblers are losers. That's why the play of a few astute players I have come
to know over the years is so extraordinary. They stand head and shoulders above the crowd
if for no other reason than the fact that they are long term winners at the casino's games.
Unlike the "hares" who run from game to game, caught up in the frantic atmosphere
promoted by the casinos, these "turtles" are always calm in their approach to gambling.
Where others jump, they tend to warily observe. When the hares run to the next
game, these turtles are more likely to consider which game they might wish to play, but
only under the conditions they set for the game.
This turtle approach to playing and winning is so unusual that it deserves to be
documented for others to learn and use.
It stands out in many ways. The "turtle" approach to casino gambling doesn't
require a large bankroll. Turtles prefer to let the casinos provide the money, and they play
at games and use systems that don't require a lot of money.
Turtles are cautious. They know that the casinos have the odds in their favor. That
is why losers are common, and winners are fairly rare. They only play select games, under
certain prescribed conditions and with set limits.
I am grateful to the Turtles I have met for sharing their gambling strategies with me.
I have been allowed to disclose their consistent approach to winning which includes
playing slot machines, video poker, roulette, craps and blackjack.
The Turtle approach to casino gambling combines the concepts of using a low
bankroll, selecting only certain games to play, using a carefully controlled playing strategy
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and strictly controlling losses. It is the perfect strategy for Low Roller gamblers, who I
define as persons who want to get the most bang for the buck.
Because the Turtle approach is so effective, Low Rollers are not limited to only
playing slots or minimum wagers at some table games.
If you have $500, you can play slots or video poker and spend some time at craps,
roulette and blackjack. You do not have to play all of these games, but the Turtles do
whenever the games meet their conditions.
The information in this booklet was taken from the book, The Low-Roller Winning Systems for Low Budget Gamblers.
Although we have only extracted two of the chapters for this booklet, the casino
games of slots, video poker, roulette, craps and blackjack are covered in this book. Each
game has two chapters: one on how the game is played and a second chapter on how to use
the Turtle strategies to beat the game.
If you are interested in ordering The Low-Roller - Winning Systems for Low
Budget Gamblers, please check the order form at the back of this booklet . . .
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Winning at Slots
If you like to play slot machines mindlessly for hours on end, you will not like the
Turtle approach to playing slots. Turtles can spend hours on a winning slot machine, but
run like hares from any machine that doesn't promptly offer winnings. Turtles often quit
playing slot machines after just a few minutes, having either locked up a reasonable profit
or lost a fairly low amount and decided to leave the slots alone.
Successful Turtles learn several casino games.

If the slot machines are not

producing, they will move on to video poker or roulette. Turtles view slots as a great
opportunity to rack up quick profits, but recognize that to continue to play slots for hours
straight, without any regard for profits, is to play the game the way the casinos want you to,
which is almost always a losing strategy.
Turtles recognize that to play slots correctly you need an adequate bankroll. It
should be large enough to do the job, but not so large that a large amount of money is
risked on slots. A reasonable bankroll for slot play is the amount of cash which will
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convert into 400 coins or tokens. For quarter slots, this means $100. A dollar player will
need to bring $400 and a $5 player, needs $2,000 for slots play.
Because slots players fight an uphill battle in beating the machines, most Turtles
only play quarter slots and use $100 as their slots bankroll.

Rule 1. The bankroll for slots play should be large enough to buy 400 coins. Most
Turtles stick with quarter machines and bring $100 for slots play.

Turtles use all of the rules presented in the previous chapter to find the best slot
machines. For example, if the slot machines are low payers in a particular casino, a Turtle
will not play slots in that establishment.
Even using all of the special slot rules does not guarantee a winning slot machine.
That's why Turtles like to divide their bankroll into a least ten smaller bankrolls. This gives
them ten shots at beating the slot machines while never risking more than 1/10 of their
bankroll at any time. With a $100 bankroll, each session bankroll becomes a $10 bankroll,
which buys 40 quarters.
The goal for each session bankroll is to win as much as possible with it, while
knowing that the worst thing that could happen would be to lose $10. This approach puts a
great deal of control on the player's side, while limiting the casino's ability to win large
amounts in any short time period. Turtles know that one of the greatest risks in casino
gambling is losing a large amount of money in just a few minutes.

With the session

approach, this risk is eliminated because the amount of money at risk is always only a part
of the total bankroll.
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Rule 2. The bankroll for slots play will be divided into ten smaller bankrolls for session
play. This limits the risk of any single session ever costing the entire bankroll.

When beginning slot play, a Turtle will first pick out five likely looking slot
machines. They must be of the right denomination, and should accept up to five coins. If
five coin machines aren't available, the next choice will be three coin multipliers. Two coin
machines will be played only as a last resort. The Turtle will carefully review the locations
within the casino of each of the machines. Each should be a desirable machine using the
rule for picking machines in a casino. After picking out the machines, the fun starts.
The Turtle will take out one session bankroll (40 coins) and play eight coins in each
of the five slot machines picked out. He will keep track of the results of play on each
machine. Let's assume he had the following results:

No.

Amount
Played

Amount
Returned

Won
or Lost

1

8

6

-2

2

8

2

-6

3

8

10

+2

4

8

7

-1

5

8

15

+7
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This is a test to determine which machine seems to be paying off more frequently.
To conduct this test, you will play eight coins, one at a time, in each machine and then
write down the number of coins returned to you. In the example test, machines 3 and 5
both produced positive results, but machine 5 looked more promising. Any machine which
doesn't return at least 7 coins is automatically eliminated, even if this means that no
machines qualify. A machine must return at least 10 coins to qualify as a contender for
additional play. If no machines qualify, you may try the test one more time, eliminating the
two worst machines and picking two new ones to include in the test. If no machines meet
the bench mark after the second test, then you will not play slots in this casino.

Rule 3. A session bankroll of 40 coins will be divided into five "mini-sessions" of eight
coins each. These mini-sessions will be played through five different slot machines, one
coin at a time. If any machine returns at least 10 coins, then that machines qualifies for
additional play. Any machine which doesn't return at least 7 coins is eliminated. If no
machine qualifies, one more test can be conducted, eliminating the two worst machines
and retesting the three best machines plus two new ones. If no machines qualify in this
round of tests, then you will not play slots in this casino.

Let's follow through on our example. We return to machine 5 which returned 15
coins on the test run. We will now use an entire session of 40 coins on this machine.
However, we will start playing the machine one coin at a time. After any win, we will start
increasing our wagers until we have another win. If no win occurs, we will drop back to a
one-coin wager after making a predetermined series of increased wagers following a win.
Here's how this system would work on a five-coin multiplier slot machine. We
wait for a win, while making one-coin plays. After a win, we will increase our wagers for
the next five plays as follows: 2 2 3 4 5, where each number represents the number of
coins played. We will use a different series for three-coin and two-coin machines. If we
have a win with one of these increased wagers, we will immediately drop our next bet back
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to one-coin. If we lose all five of these increased wagers, we will either drop back to
betting one coin or quit playing the machine. Table 1 shows the results of ten plays using
this method.
We start with our minimum bet of one
coin. The first play loses, so we again make
a one coin wager for the second play. The
second play also loses, so we continue with
a one coin wager for the third play. Play 3
produces a win of 6 coins so we increase our
wager on the next play.

On Play 4, we wager two coins and lose.

For Play 5, we continue our betting

sequence and again wager two coins. Since this wager also loses, we raise our wager to
three coins for Play 6 which produces a win of 9 coins. Since this win occurred during our
betting sequence, we drop the next bet all the way back to one coin. The one coin bet on
Play 7 wins so we start a new betting sequence, wagering two coins on Play 8. This play
loses so we continue our betting sequence and bet two coins on Play 9. We have a win on
Play 9. We drop back to our minimum bet of one coin for Play 10.
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Table 1. Turtle Slots System in Action

Play

Wager in

Payoff in

Coins

Coins

Comments

1

1

0

Continue with minimum bet

2

1

0

Continue with minimum bet

3

1

6

Following win, start betting series

4

2

0

No win, continue betting series

5

2

0

No win, continue betting series

6

3

9

Win! Reduce next wager to 1 coin

7

1

2

Win! Start new betting series

8

2

0

No win, continue betting series

9

2

8

Win! Reduce next wager to 1 coin

10

1

0

No win, continue with minimum bet

Total

16

25

Net win = 9 coins

We can see that with the Turtle method of play, we only increase our wagers after a
winning play, and then for only a maximum of five plays. What would we do if there were
no wins at all during the five plays where our bets were increased? This depends on how
the slot machine has performed previously.
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with an increased bet and there is no win, we should quit playing this slot. If we have
previously caught wins during the betting series on this machine, then we should reduce
our wager back to one coin and see if we have another win in the next three plays. If we
catch another win, we can attempt another betting series. If no wins occur in the next three
plays, then we will quit playing this slot machine.

Rule 4. We will begin playing on a selected machine, betting only one coin per play.
We will increase our wagers following a win, with a betting series used for the next five
plays. If we catch another win, we will resume betting only one coin. If we do not catch
a win during the five plays of the betting series, we shall quit playing this machine if we
have failed to catch a win on our first attempt. If we have previously been successful at
catching a win during a betting series at least one time on this machine, we will give the
machine three more plays in which to catch a win, before quitting.

Several different betting sequences can be used following winning plays, dependent
on the number of coins accepted by the slot machine. Here are some of the betting series
which can be used:

2-coin machine

11222

2-coin machine

12222

3-coin machine

12233

3-coin machine

12223

5-coin machine

12345

5-coin machine

12234

5-coin machine

22334

5-coin machine

23445

5-coin machine

23334
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You can see that this method of increasing bets following a win gives us a good
opportunity of catching a series of winning bets with larger amounts of money wagered
during the wins. What we do after a large win or a steady number of smaller wins is
critical to our success at beating the slot machines.
Anytime we have a larger win, we want to count our coins and see how we are
doing. A larger win is any win totalling ten coins or more. If we don't have any wins
which qualify, we will count our coins after we have inserted all of our session money one
time. This is called a "round" of play.
If, after counting our coins, we find that we are up ten or more coins, we will
remove enough coins from play to reduce our session money back to 25 coins. The money
removed from play is "locked up" and will not be used for gambling again on this particular
gaming excursion.
Let's recap this rule. If we start with 40 coins, then anytime we have more then 50
coins after a round of play, we will lock up enough coins to reduce our bankroll to 25 coins.
If we count our session bankroll after a large win and we are up at least ten coins, we will
do the same thing. In either case, we will continue to play with the reduced session
bankroll and lock up all coins in excess of 25 coins.
After we have locked up our excess coins, we will continue to play the slot unless
we encounter a period of eight consecutive losing plays or lose a betting sequence
following a winning bet. If either of these events occurs, we will quit playing the machine.
Anytime we complete a round of play on a machine or hit a larger payoff, we will
count our coins and lock up any coins greater than 25 coins. Anytime we complete a round
with fewer than 15 coins will signal us that it is time to quit.
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Rule 5. Following large wins or the completion of a round of play, we will count coins.
Anytime we have won more than ten coins, we will reduce our session bankroll to 25
coins and continue playing. All coins in excess of 25 coins, will be locked up and
removed from play. After any additional large wins or the completion of a round of play,
we will count our coins and remove any coins in excess of 25 from play. Any time we
lose eight consecutive plays, lose a betting sequence or loose ten or more coins in a round
of play will cause us to cease playing the slot machine.

It is important to always put a cap on losses. The general rule for losses is that we
will quit playing a machine if we lose eight plays in a row, lose the first attempted betting
sequence, or lose ten or more coins in a round of play.

Rule 6. The general rule for losses is to quit playing immediately after losing eight plays
in row, the first attempted betting sequence, or ten or more coins in a round of play.

This Turtle method of playing slot machines can produce large wins in just a few
minutes. It can also signal the end of a slot session in just a short time period. When Rule
6 signals that a session is over, you can do one of several things. If the original test of five
machines produced two winners and the second machine is still available, then you may
want to play on it. If there were no other machines qualifying for play, or if any other
machines which qualify are now taken, then you may want to perform another test to find a
likely machine.
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A critical element in playing slots is to not let the house edge gradually take your
bankroll. The rules for locking up profits are critical as well as the rules for quitting after
losses. When you use the Turtle system of playing slots, you have to be prepared to move
on to another game after locking up a good win, or hitting the limit of allowable losses.
Either situation requires that you cease playing slots for a while. If you want to continue
gambling, you may want to move from slots play to video poker, which is a logical
progression. In the next two chapters you will learn exactly how the Turtles play and win
at video poker.
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Winning at Blackjack
Blackjack tends to be a streaky game. It can be streakier than craps or roulette. By
"streaky" we mean that a winning or losing trend will continue for several decisions. Card
games like blackjack and baccarat tend to have longer streaks than games played with
mechanical devices like dice or a roulette wheel because the cards are never shuffled
enough to be in truly random order.
You may have sat down at a blackjack game and lost hand after hand.
Conventional wisdom has it that the dealer is hot. Or, on a more pleasant note, you may
have won hand after hand, seemingly without trying.
Either of these experiences is fairly common in blackjack and reflects the fact that
the cards are in non random clumps, favoring either the player or the dealer.
Exhaustive computer research has shown that certain card groups favor the player
more while other groups will favor the dealer. The theory of card counting is based on
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tracking cards as they are dealt to try to determine if the remaining undealt cards have more
of a dealer bias or a player bias.
The most favorable cards to a dealer are the low cards of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The
reason these cards favor the dealer more is that he can draw low cards to what would
normally be bust hands for him and still stay under 21.
The most favorable cards for the player are the higher valued cards of 10 and Ace.
With more higher valued cards being dealt, the dealer is more likely to be dealt a blackjack.
Even though the dealer is equally likely to be dealt a blackjack, the player has an edge in
that his blackjack will be paid 3 to 2, while the dealer blackjack only wins even money.
Another advantage to the player of more high cards being dealt is that the casino
drawing and standing rules for dealers will force the dealer to bust more often as he draws
higher valued cards to his bust hands.
Card counting attempts to track the cards dealt to determine if more higher or lower
valued cards remain to be dealt. When more higher valued cards remain to be dealt, the
player will raise his bets. When the deck is rich in lower valued cards, the player will
lower his wager.
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We will use a mechanical betting strategy which attempts to raise bets during
winning streaks and limits losses during losing streaks. By using a strategy which raises
bets moderately after wins and limits losses during losing streaks, we can gain the
advantage of following clumps of cards favoring the player and limit losses to clumps of
cards favoring the dealer.

Rule 1. We will use a mechanical betting strategy to take advantage of card clumps
favoring the player and to limit losses to clumps favoring the dealer.

Our betting strategy will always start with four numbers arranged in a group like
this: 5 10 10 5. We will wager the total of the two outside numbers. Our starting wager
would be for 10, determined by adding the outside numbers of 5 + 5. If we win this bet, we
will cancel the two outside numbers in our group like this:5/ 10 105/ . With the two outside
numbers canceled, we would next wager the total of the two remaining numbers. Our
wager would be for 20, computed by adding 10 and 10. If we win this wager, we will have
completed our betting series by canceling all four numbers like this:5/1/01/ 1/01/ 5/

. If we wish

to continue wagering, we will set up a new series of 5 10 10 5 and began again by wagering
the total of the outside numbers.

Rule 2. The amount wagered will always be the sum of the two outside numbers in a
special series of four numbers. After any win, the two outside numbers will always be
canceled.

If we lose a wager, we will add the amount of the lost wager to the last number in
the series which has not previously been added to. Lets start again with the series 5 10 10 5
and wager 10 as the total of the two outside number of 5 and 5. This time our wager loses.
We add the amount lost to the last number in the series which has not been previously
added to. In this case, we add the amount lost of 10 to the last number of 5 and our series
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becomes 5 10 10 15. Our next wager is the total of the two outside wagers of 5 and 15 and
we wager 20. Assume that this wager also loses. We now add the amount lost of 20 to the
last number in the series which has not previously been added to. We add 20 to the second
to the last number and our series becomes 5 10 30 15. Our next wager is for 20, the total of
the two outside wagers. If this wager wins, we cancel the two outside wagers and have:5/
10 301/5/ . Our next wager is 40, the total of the two remaining wagers. If this wager wins,
we have completed our series and we will set up a new series if we wish to continue
betting.
Let's learn one more rule. If we are down to less than four numbers and a wager
loses, the amount lost will be added as a separate number in the series. We only add the
amount lost to an existing number when we have four numbers in a series. If we have less
than four numbers left in a series, because of previous cancellations, we must add the
amount lost to the end of the series after a loss.
Assume we start wagering with the series 5 10 10 5, and our first wager is 10 (the
sum of the two outside wagers). This wager wins, we cancel the two outside numbers,
leaving a series of 10 10. Our next wager is 20, the sum of 10 and 10. We lose this wager.
We will add the amount lost to the end of the series. Our series becomes 10 10 20, and our
next wager will be 30, the sum of the two outside numbers. Assume that this wager also
loses. We now add 30 to the series, which becomes: 10 10 20 30. Our next wager is for
40, the sum to the two outside wagers. If this wager wins, we cancel the two outside bets
and our series looks like 1/0/ 10 20 3/0/ . Our next wager will be for 30, the sum of 10 + 20.

Rule 3. Following a loss, add the amount lost to the last number in the series which has
not previously been added to. If there are less than four numbers left in the series because
of previously cancellations, add the amount lost to the end of the series.
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There is a final rule we will use. We will limit our losses to three consecutive
losses or to a wager five times the size of our smallest wager. With the series of 5 10 10 5,
our smallest wager will be 10 and the largest wager we will lose is for 50. If we lose a bet
this size or if the next wager we are called on to make is larger than 50, we will call the
series finished. Once we call a series finished, we will use other rules to determine if we
continue playing the session or consider the session completed.

Rule 4. If there are three consecutive losses or if the next wager would be at least five
times the size of our smallest wager, end the series. If you decide to continue play, start
over with the original series.

Let's take a look at a sample number of blackjack plays. Table 14 shows 13
blackjack plays including the loss of the entire betting series. The first column shows the
betting series with the numbers which are added to make the bet underlined. The next
column shows the amount bet, the third column the outcome of the wager (win or loss) and
the fourth column shows the total amount won or lost. The final column has comments.
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Table 14. A Series of Blackjack Wagers
Total
Amt
Won
(Lost)

Comments

Series

Bet

Amt
Out- Won
come (Lost)

5 10 10 5

10

L

-10

-10

Add loss of 10 to last wager

5 10 10 15

20

L

-20

-30

Add loss of 20 to third wager

5 10 30 15

20

L

-20

-50

Lost 3 bets in row, series over

5 10 10 5

10

L

-10

-60

Add loss of 10 to last wager

5 10 10 15

20

W

+20

-40

Cancel two outside numbers

10 10

20

L

-20

-60

Add loss of 20 to third position

10 10 20

30

W

+30

-30

Cancel two outside numbers

10

10

W

+10

-20

Start new series

5 10 10 5

10

W

+10

-10

Cancel two outside numbers

10 10

20

W

+20

+10

Start new series

5 10 10 5

10

W

+10

+20

Cancel two outside numbers

10 10

20

W

+20

+40

Start new series

This series started out poorly with four straight losses. After the third loss, we were
forced to start a new series. Eventually, we had a nice string of wins and were able to show
a profit for the series. Let's take a look at another series of blackjack wagers. This time we
will encounter a doubling down and a pair splitting situation.
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Whenever we are called on to increase our wager because of a doubling down or a
pair splitting opportunity, we should take advantage of the situation if the Turtle Playing
Strategy calls for the move. To double or split a pair entails bringing in chips from reserve
for the play. If we win both of the wagers, we will cancel the two outside numbers. If we
only win one of the wagers, we will leave both of the outside numbers alone. If we lose
both of the wagers, we will add the total amount lost to the last two bets in the series.
Assume that our betting series is 5 10 10
15, and we wager the total of the outside
numbers for $20. Either a doubling down or
a pair splitting opportunity occurs, and we
add another $20 wager from reserves.
These are the possible outcomes of these
wagers:

Outcome

Starting
Series

Bets

Ending Series

Win both bets

5 10 10 15

20 - 20

10 10

Won one bet

5 10 10 15

20 - 20

5 10 10 15

Loses both bets 5 10 10 15

20 - 20

5 10 30 35
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Rule 5. When doubling or splitting pairs, use reserve chips to make the second wager. If
both bets win, cancel two outside numbers. If one wager wins, leave the betting series the
same. If neither bet wins, add the amount lost to each of the last two numbers in the
betting series.

Table 15 shows a series of 7 blackjack decisions where both doubling down and
pair splitting situations occurred. With the double down, we won both wagers and started a
new series as our win was large enough to equal or exceed the bets we would have made if
we had bet the entire series. When we split a pair, we split the decisions winning one
wager and losing the other. With this situation, we used the same betting series for the next
wager as our position had not changed with a "push" decision.
Table 15. Another Series of Blackjack Wagers
Amt
Total
Won Won
(Lost) (Lost)

Comments

Series

Bet

Outcome

5 10 10 5

10

W

+10

+10

Cancel 2 outside numbers

10 10 Double

20-20

W-W

+40

+50

Start new series

5 10 30 5

10

W

+10

+60

Cancel 2 outside numbers

10 10

20

W

+20

+80

Start new series

5 10 10 5 Split

10-10

W-L

-0-

+80

Use same series

5 10 10 5

10

W

+10

+90

Cancel 2 outside numbers

10 10

20

W

+20

+110

Start new series
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Once you start using this betting series in blackjack, it will become second nature to
you. The easiest way to keep track of bets is to use chips to represent the numbers in a
series. If you were using the series 5 10 10 5, you could use $5 chips to represent each bet.
To cancel numbers, you will pull the chips back. To add to a number for a losing bet, just
add chips to the series.
There is a betting series for every size bankroll. For $1 tables, use the series 1 2 2
1. Two dollar minimum bet tables require the series 2 4 4 2. Ten dollar tables use the
series 10 20 20 10. Table 16 summarizes minimum wagers, the size of the session used
and the betting series needed for different blackjack games.
Table 16. Blackjack Sessions and Betting Series Used

Minimum Wager

Session Bankroll

Starting Series

$1

$ 50

1221

2

100

2442

5

250

5 10 10 5

10

500

10 20 20 10

25

1,250

25 50 50 25

For blackjack, you will need to divide your bankroll into five session bankrolls.
You can set your loss limit per session as equal to 50% of your session bankroll or the loss
of two betting series (due to losing three consective wagers or a bet greater than ten times
the minimum wager). Like the other casino games we have covered, you will need to
guard your bankroll at all times.
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Rule 6. For blackjack, use a loss limit per session of 50% of the session bankroll. Also
quit the session if you lose a betting series two times either because of consecutive losses
or the size of bets required.
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Save $10.00
What if you could set up a foolproof system that won so reliably that
your winnings were on "automatic pilot?"
Can this breakthrough blackjack strategy hold the secret to abundant
wealth?
When you order The Silverthorne Blackjack Strategy you'll
discover the hidden secrets you can use to become and stay a consistent
winner in any blackjack game.
Previously, only a trusted few had access to and were able to benefit
from the "Automatic Blackjack Strategy" - and now you can too!
By special arrangements with the publisher and the author, you can
take $10.00 off the price when you order this proven moneymaker.
This explosively revealing manual will show you exactly how you
will gain and keep an edge over any blackjack game. Use the handy
order form in the back of this book and write down the coupon number
to receive a Full $10.000 Discount when you order this dynamic
strategy.
Coupon Number J-10292

$10.00 Off Advantage Craps!
If you sincerely want to play and win at blackjack, you need to learn
another game. The most exciting game in the casino is craps. This manual
has been called the "ultimate craps system." It is easy enough for any
beginner and powerful enough that pros use it to win over $1,000 a day.
This copyrighted system is 100% guaranteed as long as you own it. It
takes all of the guesswork out of playing craps and will put thousands of
dollars in your pocket.
You will learn exactly how to find and exploit winning opportunities at
any craps table. This is the proven strategy you will use to win with amazing
consistency!
Order it now and be sure to take $10.00 off. See the order form at the
back of this book. Be sure to write down the coupon number for your $10.00
discount when you order.
Coupon Number c-1292
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$10.00 Discount!
You can use this incredible roulette strategy to win 94% of the time! This is
absolutely the most powerful roulette system ever created! Even if you are
only a $5 bettor, you can win over $300 an hour!
By special arrangements, we are able to offer $10.00 off on the purchase
of Target Roulette, the pros choice for roulette systems.
With little effort you can clear $1,000 a day. This is the perfect
companion strategy to use with Power Blackjack!
With its documented 94% win rate, money will literally pour your way.
We guarantee you will be pleasantly surprised.
Order it now by using the form at the back of the book. Be sure to write
down the coupon number below to receive your discount.
Coupon Number R-1651

This Coupon is Worth $10.00!
Would you have believed that you can win $150 or more an hour on slot
machines without hitting any jackpot? I know I didn't until I learned this
incredible proven slot machine winning strategy.
Super Slots is not like any system ever developed for slots. It is a
guaranteed 100% effective money maker you can use when you are taking
breaks from playing blackjack.
With this system, you will learn where the best slot machines are located
and exactly how to play them. This system has been called the "perfect slot
machine winning strategy."
Get your copy of Super Slots now and take $10.00 off. Use the handy
order form in the back of this book and be sure to write down the coupon
number to receive your special discount. You'll consider this the
investment of a lifetime!
Coupon Number Z-7023
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$10.00 Discount on the Neural Strategy
How would you like to get rid of your money problems once and for all! If
winning $9,873 a week will help, then I have the perfect solution for you!
The Neural Strategy is an extraordinary way to make $100, $200, $500, even
$800 an hour by learning to recognize and play patterns in casino games. It is
a very effective strategy for even-money bets, in such games as craps, roulette
and mini-baccarat.
One user stated, "This is the most reliable and consistent gambling strategy I
have ever seen. I consistently win between $1,200 and $1,500 a day playing
roulette and mini-baccarat. Last week I won $9,783. Thanks for the best
moneymaker I have ever found."
Order this remarkable system now and take $10.00 off the listed price. See the
order form in the back of this book. Remember that this strategy is 100%
guaranteed to perform exactly as stated. You may examine it Risk-Free,
even if you are just curious. If it is not everything you have ever dreamed
of, just return it for a prompt and courteous refund.
Coupon Number N-11094
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GAMBLERS' BOOKCASE
The best gambling systems and
money strategies — at any price!

THE SILVERTHORNE SYSTEM The casino craps winning system you can use to win consistently!
Martin J. Silverthorne
Could you use $1,000 or more per day? With The Silverthorne System, the house advantage can be turned into a player
advantage. Only a small bankroll is needed to use this powerful craps winning strategy.
$39.95
TARGET ROULETTE A powerful new way to win at roulette.
Andrew Devereau
If you ever wished for a simple, effective way to win lots of money quickly, this is it! This proven strategy wins an
unbelievable 94.3% of the time. Yet it is so easy to learn to use that anyone can win with it!
$39.95
WINNING WITH EXPERT VIDEO POKER Win consistently with the experts' edge!
Silverthorne Publications
Winning strategies for video poker that help you pick the best machines to play, give you the winning strategies and then
guide you to play at an advantage over the casinos! Complete step by step instructions to becoming a winning expert!
$39.95
ADVANTAGE BLACKJACK Use this proven strategy to gain an edge over the dealer and win consistently at
blackjack!
Roger L. Ford
If you want to learn a simple but powerful way to track cards and gain an edge over the casinos, this is the system for you.
Combining an easy-to-learn "fast-track count" with a powerful betting strategy, this outstanding blackjack method
produces killer winnings with low losses.
$39.95
MINI-MAX CRAPS "A power house of a system." "An excellent money-maker" that will put thousands in your
pockets.
George Stearn
Would you like to turn $50 into thousands in a few days? Or even become a professional craps player? With Mini-Max
Craps the sky's the limit. Simple but highly effective craps winning system is recommended for all serious
gamblers.
$39.95
SUPER SLOTS This is the strategy the bosses fear most!
Lawrence Steele
Win $150 or more an hour on slot machines without hitting any jackpots! This is like nothing you have ever seen.
Without guesswork or luck you can start winning consistently on slot machines using this Super System.
$39.95
BANKER'S STRATEGY Start with almost nothing and build a huge bankroll!
Martin J. Silverthorne
Would you like to win $15,000 in only 28 hours, starting with a measly $15 bankroll? This is the power of this
devastatingly effective craps strategy. Revealing manual shows exact betting strategies to become and stay a winner!
$39.95
THE WHEEL OF FORTUNES How to beat the socks off the roulette game!
Andrew Devereau
The best of the old time roulette systems are combined with a new twist to produce consistent winnings. Even against two
zero American wheels, Devereau shows you how to make $200 or more an hour! Start small and win big!
$39.95
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THE BEST CRAPS SYSTEMS Your ultimate craps system guide!
Silverthorne Publications
Did you ever wish you knew how to take advantage of hot tables? Of cold ones? What about strategies to use at every
table? This manual contains the best of little known old-time systems as well as the latest strategies. It is a must for craps
players.
$39.95
THE SILVERTHORNE BLACKJACK STRATEGY Use this simple but powerful strategy to win thousands at
blackjack without card counting!
Martin J. Silverthorne
You'll make big bucks consistently at blackjack without learning to count cards! Learn to play and win at blackjack the
way it is played in the 21st century. $75 is enough to get started winning so consistently you may want to turn pro!
$39.95
POWER SLOTS "This is the best jackpot system we have ever seen!"
Martin J. Silverthorne
Would you like to know how to pull $200 an hour off slots? How about how to win large jackpots? This manual contains
every trick you need to know to beat the slots. Best of all, when you use these techniques you will go home a winner!
$39.95
THE NEURAL STRATEGY Use pattern selection to win very consistently. Editors choice for the best all around
winning system!
Martin J. Silverthorne
How do a handful of people consistently win — while you struggle to inch ahead? What inside knowledge do they have
that you don't? The Neural Strategy is a complete training manual for winning at roulette, craps and baccarat. Start small
and win big!
$39.95
SUPER CRAPS Why not go for the jugular? This strategy will have the casino bosses sweating bullets as you pull
in stacks of winning chips.
Sam Goldsmith
This system produces frequent large wins and very infrequent small losses. Typically, you will win over 85% of your
sessions. This is a tested and safe way to pyramid a tiny bankroll into a major one. It only takes a bankroll of $50 to get
started. So what are you waiting for!
$39.95
BEAT JOKER POKER! Put $3,000 to $5,000 in your pocket with this breakthrough strategy! The best strategy
ever for beating the joker poker machines!
Lawrence Steele
If you like Joker Video Poker, you'll love this manual. Play at an advantage over the casino using Steele's remarkable
proven strategies for beating the Joker Poker machines. You can use this system to build a solid income generator!
$39.95
THE SIMPLEX BLACKJACK STRATEGY This simple but highly effective system turns the blackjack game
upside down. Use it to cream the blackjack tables!
J. K. Blackstone
This is for the player who may never have played blackjack and wants to win and win quickly. It is for the player with
limited money. It is also for the experienced player who is tired of losing. If you can afford even $15, you can start
winning. Highly Recommended.
$39.95
ADVANTAGE SLOTS Once you learn how to gain an advantage over the slot machines, you will have the next
best thing to your own money tree. Guaranteed to win.
Jack Finch
This winning strategy will show you how to milk slot machines for just about any amount of money you want. Jack Finch
reveals a proven system which helps you win and keep on winning wherever you play slots. One user said it was like
"being given the keys to the casino."
$39.95
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THE PRO-VANTAGE METHOD The best method ever for winning using the Free Odds bet at craps!
Martin J. Silverthorne
Double Odds are now offered at almost every Craps table. With this specialized system, you can win $10,000 in three
days with minimum risk! The Pro-Vantage Method is designed to allow a player wagering moderate amounts to win large
amounts — quickly!
$39.95
BEAT THE SLOTS! Not one, but four proven strategies for beating the slots! Silverthorne Publications
Included is everything from the $1,000 A Day System to the incredible scientific system with Player Advantage! The
exact information you need to win.
$39.95
ADVANTAGE CRAPS How to gain and keep an advantage over the craps game! This is the strategy the casinos
wish we had never printed!
Roger L. Ford
The last time I used this strategy, I won 10 out of 11 games. So can you! The proven method of play uses little known
techniques to gain an advantage over the craps game. Use it to put $1,000 or even $2,000 a day in your pocket. Easy to
learn and very effective against every craps table.
$39.95
THE LOW ROLLER Time tested winning systems for smart low budget gamblers!
Martin J. Silverthorne
If you want maximum bang for your buck, this is the book for you. Complete winning systems are described for slot
machines, video poker, roulette, craps and blackjack. And, you can play any of these systems with a minimum bankroll!
Don't even think of gambling before you read this fact-filled book!
$39.95
HOW TO SURVIVE & PROSPER AS A PROFESSIONAL GAMBLER "Worth its weight in gold." This is must
reading for all serious gamblers.
Silverthorne Publications
This complete manual contains the techniques used by the pros to legally "fleece" the casinos and avoid the clutches of the
tax man. Learn how to travel for free, to keep gambling records of your wins and losses and professional money
management.
$39.95
GAMBLE FOR FREE Travel the world on the casinos' nickel. Isn't it time you rewarded yourself and let a casino
pay for it?
Martin J. Silverthorne
Travel to "Las Vegas for Free." You can get free rooms, food beverages and even free airfare using this system. This factfilled book reveals how anyone can travel to the most exotic locations absolutely free. It has been called the "ultimate tax
shelter."
$39.95
BEAT THE INTERNET CASINOS! Would you like to win $5,000 a week without leaving home?
Roger L. Ford
This valuable manual shows you exactly how to beat the online casinos. This is a breakthrough system which will win
thousands for you! 100% Guaranteed!
$59.95
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Order Form
Title

Price

Order

The Silverthorne System

$39.95

______

Target Roulette

$39.95

______

Winning with Expert Video Poker

$39.95

______

Advantage Blackjack

$39.95

______

Mini-Max Craps

$39.95

______

Super Slots

$39.95

______

Banker's Strategy

$39.95

______

The Wheel of Fortunes

$39.95

______

The Best Craps Systems

$39.95

______

The Silverthorne Blackjack Strategy

$39.95

______

Power Slots

$39.95

______

The Neural Strategy

$39.95

______

Super Craps

$39.95

______

Beat Joker Poker!

$39.95

______

The Simplex Blackjack Strategy

$39.95

______

Advantage Slots

$39.95

______

The Pro-Vantage Method

$39.95

______

Beat the Slots!

$39.95

______

Advantage Craps

$39.95

______

The Low Roller

$39.95

______

How to Survive and Prosper as a Professional Gambler

$39.95

______

Gamble for Free

$39.95

______

Beat the Internet Casinos!

$59.95

______

Total Due

______

Deduct for Coupons Used (record numbers here)

______

Net Due

______

Add: Shipping and Handling (see below)

______

Total Due

______

Shipping and Handling:
Method

1 Book

2 Books

3 or more
Books

USPS Domestic First Class

$4.95

$5.95

$6.95

USPS Domestic Priority Mail

$6.45

$8.45

$10.45

Canada and Mexico - First Class

$10.95

$13.95

$16.95

International (Other than Canada or Mexico)

$14.45

$18.95

$22.95
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SILVERTHORNE PUBLICATIONS INC.
7200 Montgomery Blvd. NE Suite 172 • Albuquerque NM 87109
www.casinogamblersbookcase.com
Name ______________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________
City___________________________________ State_________ Zip____________
Telephone Number ___________________________________________________
E-mail Address_______________________________________________________
Payment Method:
Cash, check or money order

Credit Card

Visa

MasterCard

Please note: We accept VISA and MASTERCARD only.
Credit Card # ________________________________________________________
Expiration Date ________________________
Signature ___________________________________________________________
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